
„Moneyfesting Orgonit“ 

The Moneyfest HHG is a strong positive orgone generator,  

destined to attract the flow of money into your life! 

 

All manifestating concepts in traditional radionics rely on the same principles: combine a source of energy (the 

Orgonite) with a token of the outcome to be attracted (the real money) and a representation of the target. 

 

You can apply the Moneyfesting Orgonite to a picture of yourself, use it as a paper weight on money related 

documents (bank statements, investment contracts, a printout of your BTC wallet or whetever you deem 

approriate). Wearing the pendant of course serves the same purpose. 

 

This playful idea is based on our experience of attracting rain by applying water to an Orgonite Cloudbuster - it is 

based on the Law of Attraction which governs our Universe. Like attracts like! 

 

The Moneyfest HHG … 
 

"Moneyfest" a healthy flow of wealth into your life. 
 

This orgon generator to attract money includes real money made into strips and 5 quartz crystals in 
the orgonite mixture. 

 

The secret of energy generation lies in the union of polarities. 

By storing metal particles in Harz, two types of matter are connected with completely opposing 
properties in a confined space. The law of duality, the absolute contrasts, is very easy to recognize. 

 

Create Abundance with Orgonite 

The Moneyfest HHG* is a strong positive orgone generator, destined to attract the flow of money into your life. 

All radionic devices to manifest a purpose have this in common: 

A source of positive energy (the orgonite, in this case) and a sign of purpose to be achieved, or witnessed, (real 

money made into strips, in this case). 

 

Place it where you keep your contracts or other money-related documents, such as your bank statements, or 

even next to a picture of yourself, because you're going to be the happy recipient of the new flow of abundance. 

 

 

*=(H)oly-(H)and-(G)renade   
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